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MapServer Documentation, Release 5.2.2
Figure 2.1: The basic architecture of MapServer applications.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Municipal  Zip Code   Age Group  Sex  Total 
 
 
1920  9012  0‐4  M  345 
1920  9012  5‐9  M  678 
1920  9012  10‐14  M  123 
1920  9012  15‐19  M  456 
1920  9012  20‐24  M  122 
1920  9012  25‐29  M  121 
1920  9012  30‐34  M  123 
1920  9012  35‐39  M  411 
1920  9012  40‐44  M  234 
1920  9012  45‐59  M  456 
1920  9012  50‐54  M  234 
1920  9012  55‐59  M  456 
1920  9012  60‐64  M  234 
1920  9012  65‐69  M  256 
1920  9012  70‐74  M  965 
1920  9012  75‐79  M  567 
1920  9012  80‐84  M  678 
1920  9012  85‐89  M  345 
1920  9012  90+  M  234 
 
Table 5 : Example of  sample Population data  for male population at zip 9012 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Above table is the data example of population on zip code 9012 and municipal code 
1920 area for male population. The values of zip code and municipal code are the 
constant; Age Group and total number of population on that age group are variables. 
The total number and Age group of populations are not constant, it will changes 
according to time. Population may increase or my decrease, the system is updating 
according to the population variation.  We used Tromsø population statistics 
sampled by the Norwegian Statics Authorities for population models. We created the 
relation between age group and population statistics by following way.  
 
Figure : 16 Entity relation diagram of population age group 
 
According to Norwegian statistics, they distribute five different age groups 
Group A  includes from Age 0‐20 
Group B  includes from Age  20‐40 
Group C  includes from Age 40‐60 
Group D  includes from Age 60‐80 
Group E  includes from Age 80‐100 
Above‐mentioned group are the Norwegian standard population age group 
distribution. 
 
Population  Age‐ Group 
Age‐Group 
Group A 
Group B 
Group C 
Group D 
Group E 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4.2.5 Epidemiological Data 
 
The system required epidemiological data as system input. Epidemiology is study of 
diseases distribution among population; this is one of complex studies. The validity 
of epidemiological data is one of key issues in diseases surveillance system. The 
geographic dimension and time factors effected on this studies, in the real time 
diseases surveillance system should updated regularly epidemiological studies on the 
system. 
The hospital could have records of incoming patients, but they did not keep track of 
outgoing patient and diseases spreading by the patient. These are really challenging 
issues of epidemiological data collection and analysis. 
 
 
           Epidemiological Data 
  ZipCode 
AgeGroup 
Diseases 
Total 
 
Table 6: Epidemiological data field  
The entity diagram data set above used interactive disease map as epidemiology 
data set. The prototype demonstrates the epidemiology on the map screen.  
Our epidemiological data are based on specific geographic code area location. We 
are calculating prevalence and incidence for identifying the diseases outbreak with in 
a particular area and presenting on the maps.  
The calculation of prevalence and incidence generate the diseases outbreak situation 
on that area. Prevalence is defined as total number of cases of the diseases in 
population at a particular time.  The prevalence can be illustrated mathematically as 
well. 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4.3 Map Models 
 
The map models are key model for the interactive map system. The epidemiological 
and population data are stored in a database. The end users are interacting with the 
maps, so that map models has key role in interactive mapping application. The end 
of user of system could be the public health care officers, population research 
professional and researchers are using these models for interacting with the system.  
Previous section described the data models using for the system. This section 
described the map components. 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Map Component APIS of Interactive map system 
 
Above figure are map API components. We used virtual earth API to use a map layers 
on virtual earth and ArcGIS API library for facilitating ArcGIS services including layers, 
graphics geometry and symbols. This is also support geospatial and geo‐processing 
operations on the map as result presented as Silverlight presentation. The ArcGIS API 
combine the ArcGIS server and Microsoft Virtual Earth with applications. It allows for 
creating browser based interactive map applications. 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4.4 Generic System Architecture 
 
The preceding section described about map component and used library for the 
system development. In this section we are describing the generic overview of 
interactive map system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18 :Generic Architecture of Interactive map system 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The diagram above shows the generic and conceptual framework for modelling and 
developing interactive map file production system.  The framework illustrates how 
the map file system produces the interactive maps.  
The system has heterogeneous data sources, the data are stored either in database 
or just in cvs and xml files. Data from the databases is accessed through the web 
services and C# is using to get access data from the database.  
The data from database and geospatial information are integrated at middle layers 
ArcGIS layers with C#. Finally processed geospatial information is display on the 
Virtual Earth or Google Earth or Digital Maps. The end users are interacting with 
Virtual Earth and they are getting data out at Virtual Earth.  
How‐ ever within this master thesis we are interested in disease information and 
population information on the map. The epidemiological and population data are 
stored in the databases and map layers and map information are stored at ESRI 
ArcGIS and Virtual Earth. The integration of disease data with geospatial data 
produces interactive disease map production system.  
The following diagram described generic process of the interactive map system.  
 
 
Figure 19:  Process diagram of Interactive Diseases Map System 
User     CGI  
Interactive 
Diseases 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The user performs a query and CGI scripts is used to make connection to the 
database, it retrieves the result from the database and send response back to the 
user from an HTML pages.  
4 .5 Functional Diagram 
 
This section introduces the function of the interactive map, where end user can 
access such functionality.  The acceptance of system is depending on the accessible 
functionality of the system. The end user interacts with the map file at runtime.  The 
system need to have flexibility in functional modules, so that after evaluation if 
system required more functions then system needed to allow adding more function. 
Similarly if system required to remove some function from system, system needed to 
allow for function removal without effecting other modules.  
Figure 20: Functional Diagram of Interactive Map 
The above diagram describes the functionalities of the interactive disease map 
system. The end user can access the above‐mentioned functionalities from the 
system. The user can navigate the map on the screen, increase and decreases size of 
map user can load three different types of maps.  
The system has search functionality so that user can give search query to system and 
system return results according to that query. 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4.6 Summary 
 
This chapter described the detailed design of an interactive disease map system. 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CHAPTER 5 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
This chapter describes the implementation of the previous chapter’s design. The 
implementation was done by using Microsoft’s .NET and visual studio Integrated 
Development Environment (IDE). This platform is widely accepted, used and 
supported by Microsoft for easy development. This working platform creates 
consistent, secure and reliable developing environments. We used custom 
component with system component by using web services.  
5.1 Microsoft .NET Environment 
 
The interactive map file was developed by using .NET platform. The following 
advantages were noticed while developing the prototype.  
 Secure , Multi –Language  Development   Platform 
 
 Rapid , Model‐Driven Development paradigm 
 
 Windows Presentation Foundation 
 
 Web Application Development  ASP.NET 
 
 Secure , Reliable web services ( microsoft)  
 
Because of above mentioned features, .NET environment is widely used and 
accepted by Software development industry and research institution. The Microsoft 
.net framework including C#, XAML, ASP.NET. 
The backend of system implemented in database SqlLite. Because of its unique 
features  
 Small 
 
 Fast 
 
 Reliable 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Opened door for implementing backend of large to small applications. This database 
can be used freely, source code this database is in public domain (SqlLite). 
5.2 Data Flow Diagram 
 
The data flow diagram in Figure 21 is for representation of dataflow in the system.  
The interactive map files uses virtual earth as map, the user of the map can search 
zip code of Norway on the map. Once system get zip input it will search on the map 
and if zip is matching then system will locate that zip on the map.  
Technically, after zip code searching on the map it will make request to the web 
server. Once sever have got the request, the web server will create a request for that 
request and pass it to the SQLite DLL which will then fetch the data of that request.  
After fetching data it will return to the web services, the web services return data as 
CVS text format.  The CVS text format is converted into a list by Silverlight which will 
then bind it with the data grid and present it on the screen.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure21 : DFD of Interactive map 
 
The figure 21 described the flow of data in the system, it shows how the data flow 
and how the result get visualised on the screen. 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5.3 Architecture Implementation 
 
The interactive map architecture is implemented by creating following Components 
 Common Class 
 
 SQLite DataBase 
 
 VirtualEarthApp 
 
 VirtualEarthApp.Web 
 
 WebService 
When application is running, the component VirtualEartApp.Web connect to the 
Virtual Earth Server after authentication it will get API verified through ASP.NET 
process XAML code and send to the browser.  The following code is for creating 
virtual earth account and password. Once the application is running it will validate 
accounts and password at Virtual Earth server, after authenticating it will start 
staging the map. The map is staging from the following URL.  
 
bool useStagingServer = true; 
privatestring VEAccountID = "141118"; 
privatestring VEAccountPassword = "k&dk#2ldkdiKks"; 
protectedvoid Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
    { 
        VirtualEarthService.TokenService.CommonService commonService = 
new VirtualEarthService.TokenService.CommonService(); 
//Use staging server instead of production server 
if (useStagingServer) 
        { 
commonService.Url = "http://staging.common.virtualearth.net/find‐30/common.asmx"; 
        } 
else 
        { 
commonService.Url = "http://common.virtualearth.net/find‐30/common.asmx"; 
        } 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The Following code is for html page for presenting the Silverlight presentation in 
browsers.  
 
<!DOCTYPEhtmlPUBLIC"‐//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 
Transitional//EN""http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1‐transitional.dtd"> 
<htmlxmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"style="height: 100%;"> 
<headrunat="server"> 
<title>VirtualEarthApp</title> 
</head> 
<bodystyle="height: 100%; margin: 0;"> 
<formid="form1"runat="server"style="height: 100%;"> 
<asp:ScriptManagerID="ScriptManager1"runat="server"> 
</asp:ScriptManager> 
<divstyle="height: 100%;"> 
<asp:SilverlightID="MySilverlightControl"runat="server"Source="~/ClientBin/VirtualEarthApp.xap" 
MinimumVersion="2.0.31005.0"Width="100%"Height="100%"/> 
</div> 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
The code above illustrated the Common Gateway Interface (CGI). The validation 
procedure taken place at the virtual earth server.  
The component VirtualEarthApp contains three different files. They are: 
 Objects.cs 
 
 App.xaml.cs 
 
 Page.xaml.cs 
 
The file objects.cs contains the two objects they are 
 Population Object 
 
 Epidemiology Object 
Both of objects are used in program for data binding purpose in the data grid. The 
population data object contains the fields Municipal code, Zip code, Age group, 
gender and total number of population. 
The Epidemiology objects contain the following fields Municipal code, Zip code, 
Diseases and total number of infected people. 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The page.xaml.cs file is mainly handling event in the system, firstly this file loads the 
map on the application by following functions. 
 
privatevoid MyMap_Loaded(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
// Associate Virtual Earth token provided as initialization parameter to application with  
// the Virtual Earth tile layers defined in page xaml.   
foreach (Layer layer in MyMap.Layers) 
if (layer is TileLayer) 
                    (layeras TileLayer).Token = (Application.Current as 
VirtualEarthApp.App).VirtualEarthToken; 
 
// Wire up progress event with progress bar 
            MyMap.Progress += (s, args) => 
            { 
if (args.Progress < 100) 
                { 
                    MyProgressBar.Visibility = Visibility.Visible; 
                    ProgressValueTextBlock.Visibility = Visibility.Visible; 
                    MyProgressBar.Value = args.Progress; 
                    ProgressValueTextBlock.Text = string.Format("{0}%", args.Progress); 
                } 
else 
                { 
                    MyProgressBar.Visibility = Visibility.Collapsed; 
                    ProgressValueTextBlock.Visibility = Visibility.Collapsed; 
                } 
            }; 
        } 
The above code load map on the application and the following code is facilitating the 
zip code searching functionality. The Norwegian zip code are uniquely distributed. 
Once the user search zip code area on the map then it will locate that zip on the map 
screen.  
privatevoid GeocodeButton_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
//If nothing defiend serach, ask it to fill. 
if (GeocodeInputTextBox.Text=="") 
            { 
MessageBox.Show("Please enter valid zip code"); 
            } 
else 
            { 
//Disable Serach buttom for flooding or clicking twice. 
                GeocodeButton.IsEnabled = false; 
 
// Associate Virtual Earth token provided as initialization parameter to application with  
// the Virtual Earth Geocoder constructor.  
                Geocoder geocoder = newGeocoder((Application.Current as 
VirtualEarthApp.App).VirtualEarthToken); 
geocoder.ServerType = ServerType.Staging; 
geocoder.Geocode(GeocodeInputTextBox.Text + ", Norway", Geocode_Complete); 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} 
After locating zip code on the map screen, the system will get data related to that zip 
code area and bind in data grid and present associated with zip code area. The 
epidemiological and population data are stored in database, it will call web services 
for data.   
getDataFromWebService(GeocodeInputTextBox.Text); 
This function gets data from the database through web services.  
The SOAP client will created and send asynchronous request for both population and 
epidemiological data. The following code is responsible for that task. 
 
 
privatevoid getDataFromWebService(string ZipCode) 
        { 
//Create soap client and send asyc request for population data 
//Create soap client 
            ServiceReference1.Service1SoapClient proxy_population = 
newVirtualEarthApp.ServiceReference1.Service1SoapClient(); 
//Soap client event, onComplete, fire event 
proxy_population.SerachDataCompleted += 
newEventHandler<VirtualEarthApp.ServiceReference1.SerachDataCompletedEventArgs>(proxy_popul
ation_SerachDataCompleted); 
//Sent the Asyncronious request 
proxy_population.SerachDataAsync("population", ZipCode); 
 
//Create soap client and send asyc request for epidemiology data 
//Create soap client 
            ServiceReference1.Service1SoapClient proxy_epidemiology = 
newVirtualEarthApp.ServiceReference1.Service1SoapClient(); 
//Soap client event, onComplete, fire event 
proxy_epidemiology.SerachDataCompleted += 
newEventHandler<VirtualEarthApp.ServiceReference1.SerachDataCompletedEventArgs>(proxy_epide
miology_SerachDataCompleted); 
//Sent the Asyncronious request 
proxy_epidemiology.SerachDataAsync("epidemilogy", ZipCode); 
        } 
SOAP is the specification for exchanging information in webservices;it is defined as 
Simple Object Access Protocol. Once the system got data from database through 
web services then the bind function will active to bind data on the data grid.  
bindEpidemiology(e.Result); bindPopulation(e.Result); 
The above functions bind the result on the data grid. The following code is for 
binding the data. 
privatevoid bindPopulation(String popData) 
        { 
//Bind population data. 
//Data comes in coma seperated value, in mutiple line, so get each line of data. 
String[] row = popData.Split(newchar[]{'\n'}); 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//For all rows 
if (row.Length >= 1) 
            { 
try 
                { 
                    _Pop.Clear(); 
foreach (String reader in row) 
                    { 
String[] cols; 
cols = reader.Split(','); 
if (cols.Length < 4) 
continue; 
//Add object in List 
                        _Pop.Add(new Pop() { 
                                Municipal=cols[0], 
                                Zip=cols[1], 
                                AgeGroup=cols[2], 
                                Gender=cols[3], 
                                Total=cols[4] }); 
                    } 
 
//Print the label 
popLabel.Text = "Population Data"; 
//Bind the data wiht grid 
gridPop.ItemsSource = _Pop; 
                } 
catch (Exception ex) 
                { 
MessageBox.Show("Error: " + ex.Message, "File Access Error", MessageBoxButton.OK); 
                } 
            } 
 
else//cancel 
            { 
MessageBox.Show("No Data Found"); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
privatevoid bindEpidemiology(String epiData) 
        { 
//Bind epidemiology data. 
//Data comes in coma seperated value, in mutiple line, so get each line of data. 
String[] row = epiData.Split(newchar[] { '\n' }); 
 
if (row.Length >= 1) 
            { 
try 
                { 
                    _Epi.Clear(); 
foreach (String reader in row) 
                    { 
String[] cols; 
cols = reader.Split(','); 
if (cols.Length < 3) 
continue; 
//Add object in List 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_Epi.Add(new Epi() { 
                                Municipal=cols[0], 
                                Zip =cols[1], 
                                Gender =cols[2], 
                                Total =cols[3] 
                            }); 
                    } 
 
//Print the label 
epiLabel.Text = "Epidemiology Data"; 
//Bind the data wiht grid 
gridEpi.ItemsSource = _Epi; 
                } 
catch (Exception ex) 
                { 
MessageBox.Show("Error: " + ex.Message, "File Access Error", MessageBoxButton.OK); 
                } 
            } 
 
else//cancel 
            { 
MessageBox.Show("No data found"); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
    } 
} 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5.4 System Output 
 
The following screen is for the testing page.  
 
 
Figure 22: Screen shot of Test page 
 
Figure 22 is screenshot of test page, then user require to press f5 to run the 
application.  Once system start to run following screen will appear on screen. 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Figure 23: Screenshot of interactive map file  
 
Figure 23 is the first screen shot of the application, this map is staging from 
Microsoft Virtual Earth to local host of end user computer. The virtual earth server 
validates the user and allowed to staging the map.  
The user has three different choices for loading maps, they are  
 Roads 
 
 Aerial 
 
 Aerial‐Labels 
By default is Roads type of map. We are going to present screen shot of Aerial and 
Aerial‐Labels maps as follows 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Figure 24: Screen shot of Aerial map on  
 
Figure 25:Screen shot of Aerial road map 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The figure 24 and 25 are two different type of map on the screen. We can see the 
search menu left side of screen; the end user can search zip code area of Norway in 
the application.  
Once the User search Zip code on the map, If zip is the correct zip of Norway then 
the system locate on the map by blue point. The following screen shot shows the 
matching zip code on the map.  
 
Fig 26: Zip code Search on the Map 
Once the zip codes matches, then it will locate that area on the map. We can see 
blue point on figure 26, which is locating 0552 zip code of Norway. If user enter 
wrong zip code then system will show display message not found.  
 
Figure 27: Wrong zip search on the Map 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The figure 27 showed that if user enter wrong zip code then system will display 
message that “no match found”. 
Once zip code matches, the system search data in the database.  If system found 
data then it will be retrieved through web services and present on the map.  
 
Figure 28: Interactive map with Epidemiology and Population data 
Figure 28 demonstrates what the interactive map looks like, once the user gives valid 
zip codes of Norway then system locate that zip on the map. The user has three 
different choices to view the map, user can move left right and up down and user 
can increase the size of map by mouse clicking. 
The system will search population and epidemiological data of that zip code area, if 
system found the data then it will present like in Figure 28. 
 
5.5 Limitation of System 
 
We choose the Silverlight as our interactive map presentation, a stable version of 
Silverlight has not been released yet according to Microsoft there will be stable 
version by end of June.  We faced challenges with adopting new framework and new 
technology for formulating the solution according to our requirements.  The system 
used remote sever for staging the map, which is also one limitation of the system. 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The user must have Internet access to staging maps, the system relies on remote 
sever so that security can be one issue of system.  
We could not get access of real patient data for epidemiological data model and 
could not able to access Norwegian Health Net for our research, which is also 
limitation of the system. Due to time limit of our research, we used sample data for a 
few zip code area of the city Tromsø for our prototype.  
 
5.6 Summary 
 
This chapter described how the interactive diseases map is implemented by using 
Microsoft .Net framework as a Sliverlight presentation. In the output section, we 
described the output of the system in different approaches, the prototype 
demonstrate the possibility of visualizing healthcare data for use in a clinical setting. 
The prototype can be viewed as generic templates for creating interactive maps and 
visualize the different kinds data combined with geo‐spatial information. 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CHAPTER 6 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter describes results of the interactive map system and possible 
interpretations of the results with diseases surveillance system.  The master project 
is based on the diseases surveillance scenario of the Snow Agent System project at 
NST.   
The Snow Agent System was at the time of this thesis work still in the developing 
phase and had not been implemented at any health care organization. The 
interactive diseases map system is not implemented in real time so that during this 
research it is nearly impossible to foresee the real impact of system in a health care 
organization. The discussion is therefore based on the experiments that was carried 
out and an interpretation within the diseases surveillance scenario.  
 
6.1 Data Collection and Visualization information 
 
We used Microsoft Virtual Earth as digital map input of the interactive map system. 
To create and formulate the population and the epidemiology data model, we are 
required to collect population and epidemiological data. We took the Snow Agent 
data model as reference data for the interactive disease map system and collected 
some sample data from Norwegian Institute of Public health, Norwegian statistics 
and World Health organization. (Bellika, Sue et al. 2007; WHO 2008; NIPH 2009). 
We created the data model for the interactive map system and integrated it with 
Microsoft Virtual geo‐spatial data and presented it as a Silverlight presentation. The 
Silverlight implementation satisfies the cross platform presentation with interactive 
browser based application.  
The ArcGIS API provided and allowed the opportunity to implement geospatial 
information on the system. The system implements interactive capabilities on the 
map, some of the points are as follows.  
 Zip Searching 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 Locating Zip on the map 
 
 Finding attributes of the Zip code Area 
 
 Presenting Population and Epidemiological data on related to ZipCode  
 
The system has satisfactory performance regarding the above‐mentioned features.  
The epidemiological and population data are changing with time. The system is 
implemented using sample population data from Tromsø and Norwegian population 
statistics. The population is a dynamic variable in the system. The system is required 
to be updated with changes in population. 
The interactive disease map system was developed by consideration of a dynamic 
population variable. The system demonstrates the feature of integrating population 
data with the zip code area. When user search a specific zip code area of Norway on 
the map , then system locate that zip code area  and present total number of 
population living  on that area both male and female.  
The epidemiological data research itself is a big area of research, collecting and 
analyzing exact and real epidemiological data during project work was nearly 
impossible. The epidemiological can be viewed in different dimension with 
geography, time and population. Different legal prospective and data inspecting 
regulation of Norwegian law created challenges to collect real patient data.  
The system have demonstrated the feature of epidemiological data statistics with 
population.  Assumption of probable disease information was presented on the 
specific geographic location on the map.  
 
6.2 User Experience 
 
The usability, reliability and performance of system can be evaluated after user 
experience. The system is developed on the basis of the diseases surveillance 
scenario. The system was developed under consideration of the healthcare 
professionals as end user of the system. The healthcare professional may be primary 
care doctors, public health officers, health care researcher or a population officers. 
We were not able to test the implemented system with real end users. Due to lack of 
time and immature system we did unfortunately not get real feedback from 
healthcare professionals.   
The system demonstrates the feasibility of visualizing information on the map which 
can be beneficial from different perspectives. 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6.3 Functional Requirements 
 
The interactive diseases map satisfies the functional requirements of the system. The 
system facilitates the zip code searching in whole Norway. Once the user searches a  
zip code on the system then the system locates that zip code on the map.  
Similarly, the population and epidemiological data were visualized on the map in 
relation with zip code area.  
 
 
6.4 Usability of System 
 
The prototype was developed under consideration of providing a solution for 
visualizing information on the map for the diseases surveillance system scenario. The 
prototype demonstrates visualizing demographic and epidemiological data by 
integrating geospatial data. The prototype demonstrated probable bridge among 
different public health organization to deal with disease outbreak situations. 
The system can be viewed as a generic map development model as well. The system 
demonstrated strong feature of visualization of different data with geo‐spatial 
information. The system framework contributes the technique, methodologies and 
source code for visualizing map application. 
 
6.4 Critique of System 
 
The system used virtual earth as digital map input, once the system starts running 
authentication with remote server is required to and get API. The reliability question 
can be raised; the system cannot guarantee 100% reliability. A problem may occur 
with a remote server, which affects the reliability of the interactive disease map. The 
system relies on the Virtual Earth server practically. However, failure of virtual earth 
is rare. The system security can be also one of issue with system. The system used 
Internet for communication with virtual earth. The system and data security issue 
can be raised in real implementation of the system in health care organization. 
According to Norwegian regulation for sharing health care data, any system is 
required to use Health Net for sharing and transmitting health care data. Because of 
many circumstances of both legal and technical, the system does not used Health 
Net for sharing data. 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CHAPTER 7 
 
Conclusion and Future work 
 
 
 
 
 
7.1 Conclusion 
  
This chapter provides the conclusion of this master thesis project construction of 
Interactive Disease Map files and possible future work the prototype. The thesis 
main problem was to construct an interactive disease map system for Snow Agent 
System, based on following inputs 
 Digital maps 
 
 Population Data 
 
 Epidemiological Data 
The major challenges were to create data model for population data and 
epidemiological data and combining them with digital maps. To make an interactive 
map system, It is required to allow the end user to interact with system during run 
time. The system must produce result according to end user interaction.  Another 
challenge was zip code matching on the map of Norway in real time and locate that 
point on the map. The following questions described the research problem and the 
developed solutions. 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Question 1: How can the variable information sources be integrated and 
represented with the constant input to the interactive diseases map file production 
system? 
The digital map (Microsoft Virtual Earth) is the constant input of the system. The 
system first requires authenticate at Virtual Earth Server for staging map on the 
screen. Once it is authenticated, system stags Microsoft Virtual Earth in the 
application, then the system process following two different inputs and integrated 
with the map.  
 Population Data 
 
 Epidemiological Data 
The disease map file system produce interactive map files according to input variable   
the population and epidemiological data are stored in the database, data is accessed 
through web services.  Once system fetch data from database then it binds 
population and epidemiological data in data gird, finally presented as interactive 
map system to the end user .The chapter 4, 5 and 6 describe how we crate the 
model and implement it.   
 
Question 2: How can epidemiological and population model integrated with digital 
map and presented in an interactive way? 
The input variables in diseases map file production system are digital map. They have 
Zip – Code, Municipality, County and Nation layers, epidemiological and population 
data. The diseases map file production system is required to produce file that can 
visualize population and epidemiology data in interactive graphic presentation. We 
use Microsoft Virtual Earth as digital map of interactive map system and The ArcGIS 
Silverlight API provides inbuilt map layers in Virtual Earth.  The map layers are 
matches from bottom layer to up approaches and tiles accordance that manner.  
The population and Epidemiological data were integrated with geo‐spatial 
information and presented in data grid on Microsoft Virtual Earth. We used Snow 
Agent System previous data model as reference of our interactive map data model. 
The population data varies accordance time and there are several reasons for it, 
either it can be increases or decrease as well. The age groups of population are also 
diverse so that we have created model for different age groups population and 
present on the map. We have sampled five zip code areas population data for 
visualize on the map from different age groups distribution.  
The epidemiological data is also related with population data. We have created 
epidemiological data model for those population and present diseases information 
among population. 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Question 3: How can user interact with the system? 
The end user of system is allowed to interact with system during run time. One 
system stag Microsoft Virtual Earth from server and load it in local host, then a user 
can search for a zip code area of Norway during run time.  
 
7.2 Thesis Contribution  
 
The main contribution of this master research project was to provide an overview of 
how to produce interactive mapping solution by integrating different data input with 
geo‐spatial data and present it in an interactive map solution. The research 
introduces the modelling technique, formulating logic to develop interactive map 
and deploying mapping solution in Microsoft .NET framework.  
The system deployed in diseases surveillance scenario but the concept, logic and 
modelling approach could be exported or referenced for other area of research as 
well.  
From our research, we showed how to integrate Population and Epidemiology data 
in interactive diseases map for Snow Agent System. The interactive map system can 
play an important role in co‐ordinating different public health authorities during an 
outbreak situation.  
 
7.3 Future Work 
 
1. Implementing interactive map system in real time.  
We developed an interactive diseases map by integrating population and 
epidemiological data with geo‐spatial information. It demonstrates interaction with 
the system during run time. The performances of system are at a satisfactory level. 
In the future, it should be possible to implement interactive disease map system in a 
real environment with health care professional as end user. The user feedback may 
change and components of the system might require re‐engineering according to 
user feedback.  
2. Standardizing diseases code and population code. 
We used sample data from the Snow Agent system project; Norwegian population 
statics sample data, and Norwegian sample data of age distribution. The thesis 
demonstrates the possibility of integrating population and epidemiological sample 
data with geo‐spatial information. In the future a standard can be developed for 
diseases information and population. The system may use international standard of 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diseases code (ICD) for diseases information in larger scale of real time 
implementation.  
Similarly, in future the system may use International or European standards for 
population representation and age‐group distribution among population.  
 
7.4 Generic scenario 
 
The thesis mainly focused on the healthcare scenario and the disease outbreak 
situation.  The system can be viewed as a generic solution as well. The concept of 
integrating data models with geo‐spatial information can be applied in other area. 
In future, the thesis concept can be used to develop interactive map in different field 
for different purposes. 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Appendix 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ArcGIS 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Appendix ‐1 B: Snow Agent System ER Diagram 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Appendix ‐1 C: Population and Epidemiological Data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
